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Abstract
Background In modern healthcare, outcome measures are considered of high value. They are
used to make discharge decisions, to reflect on a specific treatment and to decide whether
changes in the treatment plan need to be made. In psychiatry, these outcome measures are
often only obtained at the start and end of a hospital admission, which does not cover the
complete picture. However, it is also desirable to get a picture from the time between admis-
sion an discharge.
Method A support vector machine model was created that classifies daily written nurse re-
ports in either being written at the start of admission or in the last days before discharge. In
order to attain a measurement of patient well-being we make the assumption that patients
suffer from serious mental problems at the beginning of admission and that their symptoms
are reduced or at least have stabilized when they are discharged, thereby linking time of the
report to mental state of well-being. For unseen nurse reports written in the days between
admission and discharge the model predicts whether the report has been written in the last
days before discharge with a certain probability. From these probability rates a line chart is
created that follows the course of an admission. Higher probability rates are possibly able to
show patient improvement, while lower probability rates may indicate patient impairment.
Model results were compared with findings in the literature and with reflections made by
human annotators who rated patient improvement during admission.
Results The model was able to predict whether a report was written at the start or at the
end of admission with a 92% accuracy. The mean line chart shows a decelerating curve that
follows the findings in the literature. Moments where the model found exceptionally high or
low probability rates were indicated as apparent patient improvement or impairment four
out of eight times by annotators. Overall, annotators observed more of these moments than
the model did. Words that the model found indicating either improvement (high probability
rates) or impairment (low probability rates) were indicated by annotators for 14.8% of the
words.
Discussion The results suggest that the method we tested to find patterns of patient improve-
ment and impairment has potential, although the model’s explanations did not comply with
human explanations. Since this project was a first attempt at getting insight in outcome mea-
sures through nurse reports, improvements should be made to the model and other methods
should be explored.
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1 | Introduction

In modern healthcare, outcome measures1 are considered of high value [2, 3]. Firstly, it is
important for practitioners to know whether their patients are improving and whether their
treatment plan has the desired impact [4]. Secondly, patients themselves have the desire
to obtain an indication of the measure of improvement, in order to know where they are
within their care process. Thirdly, health insurers are interested in the quality-to-price ratio,
to be able to compare treatments and healthcare providers [5]. Lastly, outcome measures
are important for research. When changes in the patient’s care process are reported within
a standard format, statistical tests can be performed on this data. This allows us to analyze
the efficacy of different treatment approaches and improve personalized care [6, 5].

Within the Electronic Health Record (EHR), care providers register health outcomes of
their patients. Therefore, outcome measures can be obtained from structured data that is
documented conforming to a predefined standard [7]. Examples of structured data are rat-
ing scales for symptom severity [8] and medication or lab measurements [9]. In order to use
outcome measures for analysis it is important that enough measurements have been con-
ducted. For instance, without pre- and post-measurements it is difficult to ascertain whether
a patient’s condition has improved after receiving care [10]. However, the use of measuring
instruments for patient evaluation is time consuming and often requires well-trained raters
[11, 12].

The EHR does not entirely consist out of structured data. A large part within the EHR
documentation consists of free text. Research has shown that healthcare professionals prefer
the flexibility and efficiency associated with documenting using free text [7, 13]. These free
text fields contain more detailed information about a patient’s health status, that can not be
obtained from structured data [14]. Analyzing free text in medicine is much harder than ana-
lyzing structured data, considering the heterogeneity of the data, the lack of canonical forms
and the richness of spelling and typing errors [13, 15]. Nevertheless, during the past two
decades, progress has been made in applying text-mining techniques to these unstructured
clinical records [16, 17, 18].

At the Psychiatry Department of the University Medical Center Utrecht (UMCU) in The
Netherlands, research is being conducted in extracting outcome measures from the free text
fields in the EHR. The current study is part of the research project. The objective of this
study is to examine the usefulness of applying text classification to written nurse reports of
in-patients over the course of a psychiatric admission, to identify patterns of improvement
and impairment during admission.

A comparable study was performed by Page, Cunningham, and Hooke [19]. In their
study, patients were asked to complete the Five Item Daily Symptom Index [20] on a daily

1An outcome measure is defined as “any characteristic or quality measured to assess a patient’s status.” [1, p.163]
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FIGURE 1.1: Relation of number of sessions (dose) of psychotherapy and
percentage of patients improved (effect).(Objective ratings at termination
are shown by the solid line; subjective ratings during therapy are shown
by the broken line.) Reprinted from “The Dose–Effect Relationship in Psy-
chotherapy,” , by K.I. Howard, S.M. Kopta, M.S. Krause, and D.E. Orlinsky,

1986, American Psychologist, 41, p. 160.

basis. Patterns of improvement and impairment were measured according to the level of
symptom reduction or deterioration indicated by patients themselves. Although patient
reported outcome measures is an increasing subject of attention [21, 22], we are facing a
shifting paradigm of healthcare, where it is not just about remedying disease and symptoms,
but rather about improving one’s health [23]. Huber et al. [23] introduce a new concept for
the definition of health: “the ability to adapt and to self-manage, in the face of social, physical and
emotional challenges”. In the current study the choice was made to use nurse reports due to
their holistic nature. Instead of only documenting the symptoms of a patient the overall
improvement of a patient is documented within this report, which aligns with the shifting
paradigm of healthcare.

Other studies with a focus on identifying patterns of improvement and impairment dur-
ing treatment in psychiatry are found in the field of psychotherapy [24, 25, 26]. Data was
collected from objective ratings by researchers on closed patient charts and subjective rat-
ings on session reports filled in by patients themselves. Howard et al. [27] describe a model
(Figure 1.1) that fits a three-phase healing process that goes beyond symptom reduction: “a)
remoralization, the enhancement of well-being, which is usually accomplished within a few sessions;
(b) remediation, the attainment of symptomatic relief, which is accomplished more gradually; and
(c) rehabilitation, the unlearning of troublesome, maladaptive, long-standing behaviors and the es-
tablishing of new ways of dealing with various aspects of life, which occurs even more gradually”.
The model follows a decelerating curve of patient improvement, which is in line with the
increasing difficulty of achieving a, b and c during treatment [26]. Despite the differences
in outpatients in psychotherapy and inpatients in a psychiatric care unit, it is hypothesized
that the average patient included in our study will follow this model. The main drawback
of the model in Figure 1.1 is addressed by Lutz, Martinovich, and Howard [25], arguing that
patterns of improvement vary extensively between patients and that the expected course of
treatment depends on the characteristics of the patient and their environment.

The use of text-classification to identify patterns of improvement or impairment over
the course of a psychiatric admission has, to the best of our knowledge, not been explored
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before. In order to attain a measurement of patient well-being we make the assumption that
patients suffer from serious mental problems at the beginning of admission and that their
symptoms are reduced or at least have stabilized when they are sent home. This assumption
fits the baseline model in Figure 1.1. A support vector machine (SVM) model is trained
on nurse reports written in the first three days of admission and the last three days before
discharge. Previously unseen nurse reports written in the days between are subsequently fed
to the model. The classification task is to predict for these nurse reports if they are more likely
to be written at the start or at the end of admission, which would coincide with an improved
mental health status. A line chart can be created from the probability rates for likeliness
that a report was written at the end of admission. The aim is to link increased probability
rates with patient improvement and decreased probability rates with patient impairment.
The decision not to use structured data from questionnaires as a validity measure is made
since the data was only available for a short amount of patients. In order to obtain a first
impression of the goodness of the model, six admission reports are double reviewed by
humans and compared with the model’s outcomes.

The research question we propose is: ’Can assumed mental health improvement be pre-
dicted by text classification on nurse reports, where the model is trained solely on text writ-
ten at the beginning and end of a hospital admission?’. Since nurse reports are written with
the purpose of informing colleagues about a patient’s status, it is expected that a machine
learning model is able to detect patterns in the reports.

1.1 Clinical relevance

Outcome measures concerning a patient’s status are often obtained only at admission and
discharge. By obtaining outcome measures over the course of admission, besides deter-
mining whether patients are responding to a treatment at all during their stay, we are also
informed about the moment in time this response happened and whether there was a re-
lapse or not. This information can aid clinicians in making discharge decisions and changes
in the treatment plan. In addition, this information can be used when treating new patients
with a similar background. [28, 29].

1.2 Relevance to the field of Artificial Intelligence

In the past decades, there have been an increase in the adoption of EHRs among healthcare
institutions. This shift in information registration from paper-based to electronic medical
record allows us to reuse medical data [30] and to explore the benefits of machine learning
[31]. AI offers a lot of value to the medical field, such as supporting physicians in decision
making [32], reducing diagnostic errors [33] and detecting unusual structures in medical
images [34].

On the other side, the accessibility of clinical data has shown new perspectives for the
field of AI as well. As was explained in the introduction, analyzing free text is more difficult
than analyzing structured data. Clinical text in particular offers a challenge for AI. Unlike
biomedical text2, clinical text often contains spelling and grammatical errors, abbreviations
and acronyms, and institution-specific templates with normative structures. Therefore, pre-
processing clinical text is very important [35]. In English, there are several online databases

2We define biomedical text as the text we find in books, articles, papers, etcetera [35].
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and knowledge bases available containing clinical narratives and dictionaries [36]. For other
languages, including Dutch, these databases are not widely accessible and often may be used
for in-house research purposes only.

The current study in particular offers a new method of applying machine learning to
medical data. Thereby extending the application of AI to new fields that possibly are in
great need of such applications.
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2 | Materials

This section describes the data used in this research, the pre-processing steps that are taken
and the way the nurse reports are binned.

2.1 Data selection

For this research we had access to de-identified admission data and nurse reports from the
Psychiatry Department of the UMCU [37]. The department is divided in six units, each with
the focus on one of the four care pathways: affective and psychotic disorders, acute and
intensive care, risk and prevention, and developmental disorders. Both adult and child pa-
tients are treated here. Adult patients who are admitted to the department are mainly treated
for psychotic disorders, like Schizophrenia and Depression. The department is known for
delivering care to patients with severe or complex psychiatric symptoms.

In order to obtain a relevant dataset for the classification task several exclusion criteria
are formulated. Following the advise of psychiatrists assisting this research patients younger
than 18 years during admission are excluded. To reduce the occurrence of self-determined
premature discharge, we excluded patients who left the hospital against recommendation
of the treating physician. Furthermore, patients who, after hospital admission, were trans-
ferred to psychiatric or nursing facilities are also excluded. Simultaneously, we excluded pa-
tients who had an admission duration of less than 14 days, since we expect for these patients
that it will be difficult to find significant changes during their stay. In 2013 the department
initiated a reorganization, which meant a change in sub-departments and administration.
Therefore, we excluded patients who were admitted before 2013. Lastly, all patients with
ongoing treatment at the moment of data retrieval (February 2019) are excluded.

The resulting dataset consists of 151,891 nurse reports of 1,104 in-hospital stays of 921 pa-
tients. Since the research objective is to find changes in well-being during a hospital admis-
sion, readmissions and transfers within the department are included. In Table 2.1 descriptive
statistics of the included patient population are shown.
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TABLE 2.1: Descriptive Statistics of the patient population (N = 1104).

Categorical variable n(%)

Gender
Male 582 (52.7)

Female 522 (47.3)

Main diagnosis
Schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders 430 (38.9)

Depressive disorders 255 (23.1)

Bipolar disorders 179 (16.2)

Personality disorders 51 (4.6)

Autism spectrum disorder 49 (4.4)

Addictive disorders 25 (2.3)

Anxiety disorders 19 (1.7)

Trauma- and stressor-related disorders 15 (1.4)

Psychotic disorder due to another medical condition 13 (1.2)

Other or unknown disorders 68 (6.2)

Continuous variable mean±SD

Age (years) 38 ±15
Length of stay (days) 50 ±49

2.2 Preprocessing

We used the pretrained word2vec architecture, that will be explained in Section 3, of Menger,
Scheepers, and Spruit [18] to create text representations. Therefore, the preprocessing steps
taken are similar to those of Menger et al, except for the expanded list of stop words. All
computations are performed with Python version 3.7.1.

The nurse reports are preprocessed by transforming all capital letters to lower case let-
ters. Thereafter, all non-ASCII characters are replaced by their ASCII counterparts (e.g. ë→
e), using the Python package Unidecode [38]. In addition, a list of strings is created that are
contained in the nurse report template (e.g. ’1. psychische problemen’, ’2. sociale vaardighe-
den’). These strings are removed from the text so that they can not skew the result of the
analysis. Furthermore, all double spaces, tabs, numbers and non-alphanumeric characters
are removed. Periods are removed as long as they are not part of an abbreviation. The Natu-
ral Language Toolkit (NLTK) [39] is used to tokenize (splitting sentences into words) the text
while simultaneously removing stop words. The list of stop words is expanded with words
that directly indicate the beginning or end of a hospital admission (Table 2.2), to avoid the
model of becoming biased against these words.

2.3 Binning

From the complete set of 151,891 nurse reports, only the reports written in the first three
days after admission and the last three days before discharge are used for model training
and testing. Nurse reports are written three times a day on average, which implies that for
each admission we included approximately 18 nurse reports. The resulting dataset consists
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TABLE 2.2: List of removed stop words that directly indicate the beginning
or end of a hospital admission

Dutch English translation

opname admission

opgenomen hospitalized

rondleiding tour

gewend got used to

opnamegesprek admission interview

anamnese anamnesis

ontslag discharge

ontslaggesprek discharge interview

ontslagbrief discharge letter

ontslagmedicatie discharge medication

ontslagdatum discharge date

huis house

afscheid goodbye

nazorg aftercare

inpakken pack

spullen stuff

gaan going

recept recipe

meegegeven handed over

maandag - zondag monday - sunday1

opgehaald picked up
1Planned day for discharge
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of 25,152 nurse reports. The three day span is chosen as a middle-ground solution. By choos-
ing a smaller amount of days the chance of creating a model that is biased towards words
that are likely to be written on the day of admission/discharge is higher. By choosing a larger
amount of days the chance of patients already getting better in the first days and are still in
need of treatment in the last days is higher [19]. Nurse reports written in the first three days
after admission received label ’0’. Nurse reports written in the last three days before dis-
charge received label ’1’. Thereafter, the nurse reports are aggregated on admission ID and
label, resulting in documents containing nurse reports of one patient of three consecutive
days with a mean of 1,232 words. In the remaining of the study, aggregated nurse reports
of three consecutive days will be addressed as a document. All documents are subsequently
divided in a 80% training- (1,766 documents) and 20% testset (442 documents). The model’s
classification task is to predict the right label for unseen documents in the testset.

After the model is trained, the complete set of 151,891 nurse reports is needed to identify
the patterns of improvement or impairment during a hospital admission. For this task, pre-
viously assigned labels are removed and nurse reports are binned according to the following
function:

Bin = [(n + 2)/3]

Where n is defined as the number of days after admission the report was written. This
function is chosen to assign nurse reports written on day 0, 1 and 2 to the first bin, reports
written on day 3, 4 and 5 to the second bin, and so forth. Again, nurse reports are aggregated
on admission ID and bin. This results in an evaluation set of 19,129 documents.
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3 | Methods

This section explains the choices made regarding the methods and models used to perform
the classification task.

3.1 Text representation

Classification models are unable to use unstructured text. Therefore, the text needs to be
converted into structured data. This enables the models to perform calculations. Text rep-
resentation methods are used to convert text into vectors. This conversion can work in dif-
ferent ways, for instance, text can be converted on word level, sentence level or even on the
document level. Text representation methods are built on the premise that texts found in
close proximity in the vector space are similar to one another [40]. By measuring the cosine
or Euclidean distance between two text vectors, the similarity between these vectors can be
expressed as a value.

Bag of Words (BOW) is the most commonly used method for representing text [41]. First,
a vocabulary is created, containing all unique words in the text corpus, which is the com-
plete training dataset. Hereafter, each document is converted into a vector with a length
equal to the vocabulary size. A commonly used technique for creating these vectors is to
assign a binary scoring of the presence or absence of a word in the document. BOW is a
favorable method when the dataset is small or the domain is very specific. For large cor-
pora of training data containing documents from different domains, the vocabulary size can
grow largely. Since documents contain only a small part of the words in the vocabulary,
their vector representations will be sparse. Sparse vectors can be computationally expensive
to process and require a lot of memory. Nevertheless, in recent years algorithms have been
developed to overcome these problems for sparse vectors [42].

However, the main drawback of BOW is that similarities between documents are mea-
sured based on the words they both contain, without taking the meaning of these words
into account. Nurse reports contain a lot of spelling mistakes, since nurses do not have a lot
of time for reporting. Besides, different abbreviations are used to define the same concept.
As a consequence, the vocabulary contains a lot of words with similar meanings that were
spelled differently. Table 3.1 shows an example of how this can be problematic for BOW.
We presume that Document 1 and Document 2 belong to the same class, since they are both
optimistic. Yet, when we look at the vector representations of these documents, Document 1
shows as little similarity with Document 3 as it does with Document 2.

In order to overcome the limitations of the traditional BOW, word embeddings are ap-
plied. Word embeddings can represent text in a way that words with similar meanings have
similar representations in the vector space [43]. For the classification task at hand the trained
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TABLE 3.1: Bag of Words representation with binary scoring.

Vocabulary: [feels, good, today, very, happy, bad, day]
Doc 1: ’Feels good today’ [1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0]
Doc 2: ’Is very happy’ [0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0]
Doc 3: ’Has a bad day’ [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1]

word2vec1 with Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) architecture of Menger et al. is used as
vocabulary to build features [18]. CBOW2 generates word vectors by taking the surrounding
context of a word in the document as input for that word and feed them to a single hidden
layer with linear neurons. The vector representation of a word is thus defined by its sur-
rounding context words. CBOW can be regarded as both supervised and unsupervised. The
supervised task is that a word is predicted from its context, where the word itself can be
considered the label. On the other hand, CBOW can be considered unsupervised, since it
learns independently from human labelling [45].

Pre-trained embedding architectures using the word2vec algorithm are available online.
These architectures are trained on big corpora of text including a variety of topics [46]. The
dataset used for the classification task at hand is domain specific and is therefore expected to
perform badly when used as input to a generic word embedding architecture [47]. The pre-
trained word2vec architecture of Menger et al. [18] is trained on nurse reports and doctor’s
notes generated by the healthcare professionals in the UMCU. Therefore, this model is well
suited to be applied to the dataset.

Normalization is applied using term frequency - inverse document frequency (tf-idf). Tf-
idf is a weighting factor that increases when the term is relatively important in the document
and thus corrects for words that generally appear more frequently in all documents. The
weighting factor is measured by multiplying the tf function (the number of times a word
appears in a document) by the idf function (the log of the total number of documents divided
by the number of documents the word appears in). Here the log causes a dampening effect
on the idf function, since the nominator is likely to vary greatly for different words.

3.2 Model selection

When choosing an algorithm for a machine learning task, there is no way of ensuring that the
chosen algorithm is the best one for that specific task [48]. As stated in the No Free Lunch
Theorem, there is no universally best algorithm that fits all problems [49]. Nevertheless,
based on the characteristics of popular machine learning algorithms, the data, and the type
of problem, an estimation of potentially well performing algorithms can be made.

To start the search for an applicable machine learning algorithm, a flowchart offered
by scikit-learn.org is used [50]. Scikit-learn provides an open source python library with a
wide selection of supervised and unsupervised machine learning algorithms [51]. Following
the flowchart: since the prediction task is ’text classification’, the data is labeled, and the
dataset contains less than 100,000 documents, a Support Vector Machine (SVM) with linear
kernel is recommended [50]. The SVM is a supervised algorithm that aims at finding the
best decision boundary in the vector space that maximizes the distance between the vectors
and the decision boundary. For binary classification problems this means that the optimal

1https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
2A more extensive explanation of the CBOW architecture is provided by Mikolov et al. [44]
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decision boundary divides the classes in a way that the distance to both classes is equal and
as large as possible. With kernel parameters the type of decision boundary can be adjusted.
A linear kernel will try to separate the data linearly, while the radial bias function (RBF) and
polynomial kernels separate the data non-linearly.

Experiments performed by Joachims on the Reuters-21578 dataset, which is one of the
most widely used databases for text categorization, have shown that SVMs are likely to out-
perform more simplistic classifiers as Naive Bayes and k-nearest neighbors [52]. SVM with
linear kernel was able to outperform other models on medical text classification problems in
preliminary studies [53, 54, 55]. However, when more kernel parameters are explored, SVM
with RBF kernel is likely to outperform SVM with linear kernel [18, 56, 57]. Therefore, the
SVM with RBF kernel was included in our experiments.

Further analyses of the characteristics of the SVM algorithm and the nurse reports indi-
cate that the SVM is likely to be a well suited algorithm for the considered classification task.
Considering that the SVM uses a penalty parameter C to prevent it from overfitting on the
training data, it has the potential to handle large feature spaces. Moreover, the algorithm
does not only have to deal with a lot of features, in text classification all of these features (the
words) are important as well. More transparent algorithms, like Naive Bayes, use feature se-
lection in an attempt to reduce the feature space. These algorithms are more likely to overfit
on the training data when all features are included. As a consequence, there will be loss of
information [52].

An initial SVM model is set up using the svm module of the scikit-learn library in Python.
Hyper-parameter tuning is performed on the three parameters C, γ, and kernel (RBF or lin-
ear) to find a classifier that predicts labels for the test set by optimizing the Area Under
the Curve (AUC) of the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve [58]. The ROC is a
probability curve that is used to present the balance between the fraction of documents cor-
rectly predicted to have label ’1’ and the fraction of documents wrongly predicted to have
label ’1’. AUC is the measure of separability. The penalty parameter C controls the trade-
off between classifying training points correctly and maximizing the margin of the decision
boundary. A larger value of C will classify more training points correctly, but therewith a
smaller margin for the decision boundary is allowed. With γ one can control the influence
of a single data point, where larger values will affect the decision boundary more for indi-
vidual data points. This parameter is only used for SVMs with RBF kernel. In Figure 3.1 is
shown how the decision boundary changes in a 2-dimensional space when adjusting C for
a linear kernel or γ for an RBF kernel. Hsu, Chang, Lin, et al. [59] propose a method where
a “better” region in the search space is found after searching in a large space. A logarith-
mic scale with tenfold increments between 10-5 and 105 for both C and γ is chosen for the
first training iterations. Hereafter, a finer search is conducted in the area that appeared to
contain the best fit. Random sampling of 250 arbitrary parameter settings was performed
during training. Experiments of Bergstra and Bengio [60] showed that random sampling is
more efficient than grid search for hyper-parameter tuning, since not all hyper-parameters
are equally important to tune. In grid search a model is build and evaluated for every com-
bination of hyper-parameters, which makes it a computationally expensive method when
over two or three hyper-parameters are to be tuned, as is the case with SVM. Furthermore,
we used 5-fold cross-validation to enable the model of using the complete training dataset
and prevent from overfitting during training [59]. After the first training iterations, the range
is narrowed down to 10-3 – 101 for C and 10-4 – 10-1 for γ. The best performing model is
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FIGURE 3.1: Support vector machine parameter influences for binary clas-
sification. On the left side is shown that a high value for C will classify more
training points correctly, but uses a small margin. On the right side is shown
that a high value for γ will classify more training points correctly, but de-

pends greatly on the position of a single data point

tested against the testset for which model performance was evaluated. As recommended by
Halevy, Norvig, and Pereira [61], to obtain a more generalizable model, the entire dataset
(test and train) is trained again to generate the final model.

3.3 Model performance

In order to evaluate the performance of the SVM model, besides AUC, the performance
metrics accuracy, precision, recall and F1 score are used as well. These metrics are commonly
used as metrics for binary text classification problems [18, 62, 63]. A good model performs
well for all these metrics.

Accuracy is defined as the proportion of correctly predicted documents within the total
number of documents. We define precision as the fraction of documents correctly predicted
with label ’1’ within the total number of documents predicted with label ’1’. Recall is defined
as the fraction of documents correctly predicted with label ’1’ within the total number of
documents that actually have label ’1’. The F1 score combines precision and recall, where a
high F1 score means that there are few documents wrongly predicted with label ’1’ and also
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few documents wrongly predicted with label ’0’. The score is defined as follows:

F1 = 2× precision× recall
precision + recall

We ran a stratified dummy model from the sklearn package to evaluate the performance
of the SVM model against. This model takes the class distributions of the training dataset as
baseline and predicts the label from documents in the testset according to this distribution.
McNemar’s test is applied to test whether the error rate of the SVM model is significantly
lower than the error rate of the dummy model [64].

Since model performance can only be tested for documents written in the first days of
admission or in the last days before discharge, a different method is needed to evaluate
the documents written in the days between. As a final step, the best performing model is
applied to the complete dataset, as explained in Section 2.3. For each document the label is
predicted with a certain probability. A line chart is created for each admission with on the
x-axis the bin number and on the y-axis the probability that a document has label ’1’. Since
length of stay varies between admissions, the range of the x-axis differs as well. Therefore,
we compare admissions with an equal number of documents.

3.4 Explainability

While SVM models have shown to be very effective in various domains in the past, they
are generally unable to explain how they reached their conclusions. Especially in the med-
ical domain a model’s lack of explainability becomes problematic when it is designed for
decision-making. Firstly, recent developments in regulation have made it more difficult to
implement a black-box model in practice if they can not explain themselves [65]. According
to the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) the end-user has the
right to obtain clarification on a model’s decision, to allow them to take their own decision
on whether the model is trustworthy or not. Secondly, when introducing machine learning
models, biases are likely to be built in as well [66]. These biases can more easily be found
and fixed when the model is able to clarify its decisions. For instance, we might have missed
out on some words that directly indicate the start or end of admission.

Holzinger et al. [67] describe two types of explainable systems, ante-hoc and post-hoc
systems. Ante-hoc systems are the so-called glass-box algorithms that have explainability
integrated in their design. Post-hoc systems explain the individual decisions of a model
without explaining the internal structure of the model as a whole. Post-hoc systems have
the ability to explain the decisions of a black box model and can thus be applied to the
trained SVM model at hand.

In order to explain the decisions made by the SVM model in a human-friendly way, the
post-hoc system LIME (Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations)3 is applied [68].
LIME creates an interpretable linear model for an instance to be explained. Therefore, it tries
to approximate the original SVM model as close as possible while using less features. Since
LIME explains only one instance at a time, it has the capability of drawing a local linear
model. LIME explanations are easy to interpret, which makes them suitable in applications
used by people with limited time, as is the case in a hospital [69].

3Further explanations of LIME are provided by Ribeiro, Singh, and Guestrin [68]
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FIGURE 3.2: Selection procedure of admission documents. A bump is de-
fined as the occurrence of a probability reduction of >= 30% between two
consecutive documents written during admission. A jump is defined as the
occurrence of a probability gain of >= 30% between two consecutive docu-

ments written during admission.

In the current study six complete admission reports (all documents written during an
admission) are selected and LIME explanations are applied to the documents within these
admission reports. Six annotators working within the Psychiatry Department of the UMCU
have evaluated the admission reports. Basic knowledge of psychiatry and the data is re-
quired for participation. Annotators are asked to point out the moments during admission
where they felt like the patient was improving or deteriorating and to underline the words
that drew them to that particular conclusion. Each annotator evaluated two admission re-
ports, therefore each admission report is reviewed double. For each admission report a first
and a second annotator was designated. The first annotator wrote the words and general
conclusions on a separate paper, while the second annotator underlined important words in
the report and wrote general conclusions in the sideline.

The selection procedure of the admission reports can be found in Figure 3.2. As a first
selection criteria we only selected admissions with a duration of 30 days or less. Admis-
sions with a higher duration are considered too long for the annotator to keep focused. This
resulted in a total of 456 admissions. In order to obtain a set of admissions that varies re-
garding the course of admission, we came up with some additional criteria. We selected two
random admissions from a group of admissions where a bump occurred (Figure 3.3) and two
random admission from a group of admissions where a jump occurred (Figure 3.4). Here a
bump is defined as a probability reduction of >= 30% between two consecutive documents,
which could indicate patient impairment. On the other hand, a jump is defined as a prob-
ability gain of >= 30% between two consecutive documents, which could indicate patient
improvement. An extra criteria here was that the first document should have been classified
with label ’0’ and the second with label ’1’. For the admissions where a bump occurred this
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had to be the other way around. Furthermore, we selected a random admission from a group
of admissions that had all documents classified with label ’1’ and a group of admissions that
had all documents classified with label ’0’ (Figure 3.5). Since the classifier is trained on the
first and last document, we excluded these documents for the selection.

For the comparison of LIME explanations and human explanations we analyzed to what
extend the bumps and jumps found by the model were found by annotators as well and which
words lead to this decision. We calculated the percentage of words that were found by both
the model and at least one annotator of the total of words the model indicated as important.
Since annotators often indicate phrases as important instead of a single word, a word is
included when it is part of a phrase (e.g. LIME: ’hoort’ (hears); annotator: ’hoort stemmen’
hears voices). When the model indicates two words of a phrase indicated by the annotator,
both words are included (e.g. LIME: ’hoort’ (hears) ’stemmen’ (voices)).
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FIGURE 3.3: Two admissions where a bump occurred. A bump is defined
as the occurrence of a probability (y-axis) reduction of >= 0.3 between two
consecutive documents and is marked with a black arrow. The bin number
on the x-axis represents a set of documents written over three days, where
bin number ’1’ stands for the first three days, bin number ’2’ for the second

three days, and so forth.

FIGURE 3.4: Two admissions where a jump occurred. A jump is defined
as the occurrence of a probability (y-axis) gain of >= 0.3 between two con-
secutive documents and is marked with a black arrow. The bin number on
the x-axis represents a set of documents written over three days, where bin
number ’1’ stands for the first three days, bin number ’2’ for the second three

days, and so forth.

FIGURE 3.5: Two stable admissions. The admission on the left side has a
overall low probability (P < 0.5) and the admission on the right side has an
overall high probability (P > 0.5)The bin number on the x-axis represents a
set of documents written over three days, where bin number ’1’ stands for

the first three days, bin number ’2’ for the second three days, and so forth.
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4 | Results

In this section the results of the best performing SVM model are outlined. Furthermore, the
main findings after the qualitative evaluation of the LIME explanations are described.

4.1 Model performance

The best performing SVM model had a RBF kernel and parameter settings C = 6.46748 and γ

= 0.00387. In Table 4.1 the performance of both the SVM and the dummy classifier are shown
for the different metrics. It was found that the SVM model significantly outperformed the
dummy classifier on McNemar’s test (p < .001). For each performance metric the results of
the dummy classifier were around 0.5 (range between 0.49 - 0.52). For the SVM model an
accuracy of 0.92 is found, implying that 92% of the documents in the test set are correctly
predicted. The AUC of the SVM model was 0.97, implying that the expectation that a uni-
formly drawn document with label ’1’ is ranked before a uniformly drawn document with
label ’0’ is 97%. A precision of 0.94 suggests that from all documents predicted to have label
’1’, 94% actually had label ’1’. Subsequently, a recall of 0.91 implies that from all documents
with label ’1’, 91% are correctly predicted to have label ’1’. Since neither precision or recall
shows bad results, the F1 score had to show a good result. A score of 0.92 means that there
is a good balance between precision and recall.

TABLE 4.1: Results of the SVM1 model and dummy classifier

Classifier Accuracy AUC2 Precision Recall F1

SVM1 0.92 0.97 0.94 0.91 0.92

Dummy 0.51 0.51 0.49 0.51 0.52
1Support Vector Machine; 2Area Under the Curve of the receiver operating characteristics curve

In Figure 4.1 the means and standard deviations are shown for patients with respectively
seven, nine and twenty documents written during admission. The models for seven and
nine documents, show a decelerating curve resembling the curve in Figure 1.1.
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FIGURE 4.1: Admissions for patients with seven (topmost), nine (center)
and twenty (bottom) documents written during admission. The blue line
represents the mean for each bin. The grey dots show the probabilities (y-
axis) for individual admissions. The bin number on the x-axis represents a
set of documents written over three days, where bin number ’1’ stands for

the first three days, bin number ’2’ for the second three days, and so forth.
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4.2 Explainability

Annotators evaluated two admission reports where a bump was found. In both these admis-
sion reports the model found one bump. Three of the four annotators found the bumps, the
fourth annotator argued that “the patient didn’t seem to be really focused on his admission
as a result of which the admission was not going well”. Annotators who did find the bump
found other moments they thought the patient was deteriorating as well.

Two admission reports are evaluated where a jump was found. In both these admission
reports the model found one jump. One annotator found the jump, another annotator found
the jump just before the model did and the third annotator found the jump just after the
model did. The last annotator mentioned that ’the admission remained stable and that there
were no moments standing out for improvement or impairment’.

From the annotators who evaluated the admission reports that were overall stable high
or low, one annotator mentioned not to find any changes either. The other annotators found
some moments of improvement or impairment, however, for the greater part of the admis-
sion, annotators and the model agreed upon each other.

In Table 4.2 the word count for both negative and positive words found by the model
and by the first and second annotator are shown. It is found that the second annotator un-
derlined the most words and the first annotator the least. In addition, the number of words
is counted that is seen as positive or negative by both an annotator and the model, by both
annotators or by both annotators and the model. The results can be found in Table 4.3. When
adding up the numbers in Table 4.3, we found that the model makes predictions based on
words that are indicated by annotators for 14.8% of the words. It is found that most overlap
in words are indicated by the model and the second annotator. Negative words that were
found by both annotators and the model were: ’Scheiding’ (divorce) and ’Contact’ (contact),
where ’Scheiding’ was mentioned two times in different documents. The positive word that
is found by both annotators and the model was: ’Rustig’ (calm). Overall, we found a high
variation in the number of words indicated by annotators as either positive or negative. The
first annotator often provided only a global thought about the course of admission while the
second annotator pointed out multiple words per nurse report. Furthermore, it is shown
that annotators often underlined multiple words together as indication for patient improve-
ment or impairment, while the LIME explanations provide just one word (e.g. LIME: ’hoort’
(hears); annotator: ’hoort stemmen’ hears voices).
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TABLE 4.2: Words counts for positive and negative words. Annotator 1
wrote important words on a separate paper. Annotator 2 underlined impor-

tant words in the report.

Negative words
Model Annotator 1 Annotator 2

219 42 309

Positive words
Model Annotator 1 Annotator 2

201 40 241

TABLE 4.3: Word agreements for positive and negative words. The number
of words is counted exclusively, hence word counts for Model and Annotator

1 do not include words indicated by Annotator 2 as well.

Negative words

Model & Annotator 1 1 Model & Annotator 2 Annotator 1 & Annotator 2 All

3 34 22 3

Positive words
Model & Annotator 1 Model & Annotator 2 Annotator 1 & Annotator 2 All

0 21 14 1
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5 | Discussion

Outcome measures in psychiatry are often obtained only at the start and end of a hospital
admission. Information regarding the patient’s status in the remaining time can be useful
for making discharge decisions, to reflect on a specific treatment and to compare with other
trajectories of patients with a similar history. This data can be retrieved from clinical notes.
However, a proper method for obtaining an outcome measure from these notes is needed. In
this study we proposed a machine learning model for obtaining such an outcome measure.
We trained a text classification model on nurse reports written at the beginning and end of
a hospital admission. In order to attain a measurement of patient well-being we made the
assumption that patients suffer from serious mental problems at the beginning of admission
and that their symptoms are reduced or stabilized when they are discharged, thereby linking
time of the report to mental state of well-being. Subsequently, nurse reports written over
the course of admission were fed to the model. The outcome measure was defined as the
probability that a document was written in the last days before discharge.

The SVM classifier predicted whether a document was written in the first days of ad-
mission or in the last days before discharge with a high accuracy of 92 percent and thereby
outperformed the dummy classifier. The model was applied to documents written over the
course of admission without knowing the true probability rates. For admissions containing
seven, nine and twenty documents respectively, a line chart was drawn indicating the mean
course of a psychiatric admission in terms of improvement. For all three classes of admis-
sions the line showed a decelerating curve, which is in line with findings in previous studies
in psychotherapy. The similarity in mean trajectories found provides additional weight to
the theory of the three-phase healing process of Howard et al. [27]. However, we cannot rule
out the possibility that the similarity is found by coincidence. For instance, our model can
be biased for the possibility that nurses write extensive summaries of the patient’s situation
and interests in the first days of admission and moderate this during the remainder of the
admission. This might cause documents being classified to be written in the last days soon
after the first days of admission. A similar decelerating curve can be drawn from this theory.
Furthermore, when comparing different admission trajectories a lot of variance is found in
course of admission, possibly indicating that the course of admission depends on the char-
acteristics of the patient and their environment. If a model as the current one will be used to
make predictions on the course of admission for a specific patient, we have to keep in mind
that the mean course of admission is not very informative, as argued by Lutz et al. [25], since
there are a lot of determining factors for patient improvement.

In order to evaluate the explainability of our model, we provided LIME explanations for
the model and compared them to human explanations. Six admission reports were evalu-
ated by two annotators each. It was found that the model makes predictions based on words
that were not indicated by annotators for 85.2% of the words. An explanation for this finding
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is that some annotators did not underline many words, but rather provided an indication of
whether they thought a patient was improving or deteriorating. As a result, for each ad-
mission report we had one extensive human explanation summary and one limited human
explanation summary. Only 14.8% of the words indicated as important by the model were
found by annotators as well. Annotators provided a general conclusion on the course of ad-
mission as well. A remarkable finding is that these general conclusions matched the model’s
line chart for the greater part of the time. One of the main reasons for physicians not to
adopt a clinical decision support system, is when they question the validity of the system
[70]. Our current model has potential to find patterns of patient improvement and impair-
ment, although it cannot provide an explanation that is good enough to be fully trusted by
humans yet.

5.1 Limitations

Limitations in this study are found in the preprocessing of the data. For instance, we did
not fully correct for spelling mistakes made. As stated in the introduction, nurses make
spelling mistakes due to the lack of administration time. To control for these a spell corrector
algorithm is needed, which is not freely available for Dutch medical text. In this study we
used the word2vec algorithm as a first approach for this problem, since similar vectors will
be created for words with similar meanings, as typos. Another preprocessing step that was
missing is word negations. Banerjee et al. [71] used a Report Condenser to bind a negation
with their dependencies (e.g. ’No_infarction’). Such a negation searcher was not used by
Menger, Scheepers, and Spruit [18] for creating the vocabulary, therefore in this study it
could not be used either.

Another type of limitation was found in the patient population. The majority of patients
who are admitted to the Psychiatry Department of the UMCU are suffering from severe
mental illness. Some patients have chronic diseases, which means that they will never fully
recover. When removing patients with chronic diseases from the database, there would not
have been enough data left to create a working model. However, the current population
might not be a well-suited population for the task. On the other hand, patients with chronic
diseases have periods where they feel better or worse just like non-chronic patients. In ad-
dition, we want the model to be predictive for these patients as well.

The method that was used to evaluate the model’s outcome and explanations should be
revised. Since admission reports that were evaluated by human annotators covered seven
pages on average, the time needed to review an admission report was between half an hour
and an hour. Annotators who were not allowed to underline words within the report itself,
but were asked to write those words on a separate paper, often got discouraged towards the
end of the report. Therefore, we could not make a proper comparison between the explana-
tions of Annotator 1 and those of Annotator 2 or the model. Furthermore, we had difficulties
in comparing human reviews with the model’s line chart directly. The model made predic-
tions based on nurse reports written over three days and provided a probability rate, while
annotators read nurse reports one by one, and provided an objective conclusion.

The biggest limitation is that we made the assumption that a patient’s health status was
bad at the beginning of admission and good or at least better at the end, but we do not know
this for sure. It would be better if there was some way to check whether this is true, for
instance by having patients filling out a form or letting nurses write a final conclusion.
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5.2 Future research

In this study we aimed at answering the question ’Can assumed mental health improvement
be predicted by text classification on nurse reports, where the model is trained solely on text
written at the beginning and end of a hospital admission?’. Following the methods of the
current study we did find some promising results. The model could predict whether docu-
ments were written at the start or end of admission with a very high accuracy. Furthermore,
the mean line chart of probability rates followed the course of patient improvement found
in the literature and indicated by human annotators. Unfortunately, for now, the model’s ex-
planations cannot be trusted enough. Nevertheless, since text classification on nurse reports
with the purpose of finding patterns of improvement or deterioration has not been explored
before, the door has been opened for further research in this area.

Besides SVM, neural networks (NN) have successfully been used for text classification
tasks as well [72, 73]. NNs are more complex than SVMs, but can consequently be more
flexible and efficient as well. The reason for this is that NNs use a reduced document size
for text classification which can save computation time and costs.

Apart from testing other machine learning models, changes and improvements can be
made to the word2vec model as well. The vocabulary used is build out of documents orig-
inating from the same source as the nurse reports that were fed to the model, therefore, the
model is not very generalizable. A method that can be explored is transfer learning [74],
which includes the reuse of an existing generalized model and tune that model for a new
task. For instance, a well-performing model that is trained on a large medical dataset could
be reused for the current classification task. The model could be enhanced for the current
task by expanding the list of stop words and by adding extra weight to important words
that were indicated by annotators.
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